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ABSTRA CT 

Assess ing ri sks from potential glacier hazards in relation 
to safety considerations for settlements and other fixed 
installations in high mountain areas requires the application 
of experi ence gain ed from previous events, combined with 
s imple rules derived fr om basic glaciological theory. The 
general charac te ristics of steep, and usually un measured , 
glaciers can be estimated on the basis of a rough 
parameteri zation scheme. Variations in glacie r length , ice 
avalanches, and glac ier flood s then have to be considered 
for time periods ranging from a few years up to a few 
decades. As a res ult of such systematic assessments, maps of 
po tenti all y dan gerous zo nes can be prepared. Although the 
inhabitants of man y Alpin e villages have always lived with 
the ri sk of glac ie r ha zards, it now appears that modern 
construction work , espec iall y that connected with the 
development of tourism, has started to infiltrate previously 
avoid ed high-risk zones more and more. In order to plan 
reasonabl e safet y measures, ri sks from glacier hazards have 
to be compared with th ose from other natural hazards in 
mountain areas, such as snow ava lanch es , landslides , rock 
fall s , or sto rm-induced fl oods. Decisions about the 
acceptable le vel of risk are difficult and subj ective; they are 
also ofte n influ enced by pol itical and econom ical 
consid erations rather than by scientific reasoning. 

INTRODU CTION 

In densely popula ted high mountain regions, settlements 
and other fixed features such as roads , railwa ys, cable cars, 
ski runs, and hydro-electric schemes can exist within the 
potential hazard zo nes of g lac iers. Demand for an integrated 
assessment of ri sks from glaci er hazards usually arises either 
after a des truc ti ve event or in connection with environ
mental impac t studies re lated to th e granting of exploitation 
concess ions. Glac ie r hazards conce rning mountain climbers 
a re not considered in this context. The problems involved 
are comparable with those encountered in other aspects of 
high mountain hazard, such as snow avalanches, slope 
instability, rock fall s, and so on (Kienholz, 1981; Kienholz 
and others, 1984; Gubler, 1986; Jaccard, 1988), and 
co-operation with the appropriate specialists is often 
desirable. When tryin g to evalu ate glacier hazards, one must 
be aware of apparently trivial, but nevertheless 
fundamentally important, principles. As a basic requirement, 
for instance, the expert must state clearly what is factual 
and firmly known and what are the main uncertainties of 
any situation. Emotional or speculative judgements are 
sometimes made by various parties, but cannot and must not 
replace the use of objective criteria since inappropriate 
statements can cause more damage than the dangerous, 
hazard-generating process itself. Realistic treatment of 
problems and the practicality of recommendations following 
a study have absolute priority. The application of complex 
theories and sophisticated but poorly calibrated models is 
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therefore severely limited. Moreover, in reality, scientific 
reasoning can only be a part of a complex decision-making 
process which in turn is also heavily influenced by 
psychological, historical, economic, and political reflections. 
Even in rather rare cases of well-defined and specific 
questions, consideration of the entire situation in its full 
complexity and careful comparison of the various hazard 
pote ntials involved is required in order that essential aspects 
are not overlooked. 

The aims of integrated glacier-hazard assessment studies 
are to give an overview of potential problems, to set 
priorities concerning the involved risks and possible 
measures to be taken, to develop plans for monitoring 
critical developments , to clarify the allocation of 
responsibilities, and to reach, amongst the authorities and 
people concerned , awareness of the impor tant aspects, 
acceptability and proportionality of risks, even though it 
may prove difficult to make rational judgements. Advance 
and retreat of glaciers, ice avalanches, glacier floods, and 
possible combinations of these processes must normally be 
considered over time periods ranging from several years to 
several decades . Because unmeasured glaciers are often 
involved , and statistical treatm ent is rare ly possible, simple 
rules derived from bas ic glaciological theory and also 
especially from previous experience must be used. There 
follows a brief review of the procedure currently applied in 
the Swiss Alps. Reference is made to the research which 
essentially forms the basis for these procedures. 

DETERMINA TION OF PARAMETERS FOR UN-
MEASURED GLACIERS 

In order roughly to estimate basic glaciological 
characteristics of the glaciers under consideration, a simple 
and mainly empirical determination of parameters scheme 
must be applied. The procedure is virtually the same as the 
one applied for paleoglaciological reconstructions. Since no 
reliable basis exists for taking into account the precise 
magnitude of such important processes as surface-energy 
balance or sliding at the glacier bed, semi- quantitative 
results are the best that can be expected; there is no 
possibility of performing reasonable error analysis on the 
data used. 

As a first step in the scheme, the surface area, S, the 
length, L, along the central flow line, which is assumed to 
be perpendicular to the contour lines, the height, H, and 
the average surface slope, ex, of each glacier are determined 
from glacier inventories and / or from appropria te maps. 
Next , the equilibrium line altitude, ELA, is estimated using 
either an accumulation area ratio, AAR, of around 0.67, or 
mean/ median glacier elevations (Gross and others, 1976; 
Braithwaite and Muller , 1980), and the mean an nual air 
temperature at the ELA, T E ' is calculated on the basis of 
meteorological data and reasonable environmental lapse 
rates . From T E' glacier/ permafrost relationships, near-surface 
firn and ice temperatures, as well as average mass-balance 
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Fig. I. Scheme of cryosphere as function of mean annual 
air temperature (T) and average annual precipitation (P) 
for estimating near-surface temperatures conditions, 
mass-balance gradients (db/ dH) and glacier/ permafrost 
relations. 

gradients within the ablation area (db/ dH) can be inferred 
using the scheme for the cryosphere as depicted in 
Figure I. This scheme is based on empirical data related to 
englacial temperatures (Hooke and others, 1983; Haeberli and 
Alean, 1985), mass- balance gradients (Kuhn, 1981; Boulton 
and others, 1984), precipitation/ ELA relations (Kerschner, 
1985), and glacier / permafrost relationships (Haeberli, 1983a). 
Note that, like permafrost temperatures, near-surface ice 
temperatures in the ablation area are temperate or roughly 
3 ° to 4°C higher than mean annual air temperatures, 
MAAT, but cold firn occurs at MAAT = _8° to -10 °C 
only, due to melt-water percolation effects. In the absence 
of sophisticated flow models, only qualitative descriptions 
(cold, partially cold, temperate) of thermal conditions at the 
glacier bed can be given. Mean basal shear stress, T, can 
best be approximated as a function of DH and db/ dH, the 
product of which governs the total mass turnover (Haeberli, 
1985); in principle , this corresponds to an inverse ice-flow 
law, treating the average basal shear stress as a dependent 
variable of the climatically and topographically controlled 
shear strain-rate, (Haeberli and Schweizer, 1988). Mean 
glacier thickness, n, and total ice volume, V, are now easily 
calculated from empirical relations between Sand n (Miiller 
and others, 1976) or from the shear-stress equation in its 
simplest form (Paterson, 1981). Mean flow velocity at the 
surface, U, is derived from a balance-velocity concept (Budd 
and Allison, 1975) or from an empirically calibrated 
ice-flow formula 

u = ~T"n 
1l+1 

(I) 

where A and Il are chosen to be 0.08 bar-3 a-I and 3, 
respectively, and sliding at temperate beds is assumed to be 
equally important as ice deformation with regard to surface 
velocity (Haeberli and Penz, 1985). 

GLACIER-LENGTH V ARIA TIONS 

Changes in glacier extent, and especially glacier length, 
can directly cause undesired contact with man-made 
constructions and lead indirectly to the formation of ice 
avalanches and glacier floods; they must therefore be taken 
into account with respect to various time periods as a 
function of reasonable scenarios of cumulative mass balance. 
It is often sufficient for mass balance to consider the 
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continuation of the strongest trend observed in the past, the 
reversal of this trend , and a steady-s tate condition. The 
choice of the method for estimating glacier-length changes 
is in turn mainly influenced by availability of information 
and by the time interval to be considered . Depending on 
the availability of measurements, there are four levels of 
sophistication at which prediction can be made: I. visual 
interpretation of unmeasured glaciers, 2. simple rules and 
analogies for roughly parameterized glaciers, 3. extrapolation 
of trends from measured data series, and 4. fully calibrated 
flow models. However, the reliability of the prediction does 
not increase proportionall y with the complexity of the 
applied model. The considered time interval, I, is best 
defined relative to the glacier reac tion time, tR which is the 
time lag between a change in mass balance and the first 
appearance of its effects at the glacier margin. Only 
mechanicall y stable glaciers are discussed, because the 
mechanical instability of surging glaciers, of glaciers calving 
into lakes or becoming submerged in artificial reservoirs 
(Funk and Riithlisberger, 1989) and of glaciers which 
mainly ablate by ice avalanching need special treatment. 

I. Visual interpretations of unmeasured glaciers have 
sometimes to be made in urgent cases and can only relate 
to 1 « fR' The basis for such rough, fir st-order assessments 
is a perfect-plasticity assumption for ice flow combined 
with experience from field observations as summarized by 
Miiller (1988a). Advancing glacier margins flow under 
roughly constant T va lues and the refore exhibit a parabolic, 
convex longitudina l profile. Advancing ice fronts are most 
often steep and debris- free, and have a terminal moraine 
ridge or a white basal laye r of over-ridden winter snow 
(Fig. 2). Vegetation may be in direc t contact with the ice, 
and subglacial melt water usually reaches the ice margin in 
heavily deformed or completely squeezed channels. 
Retreating ice margins have T - 0 and correspondingly 
exhibit flat, deb ri s-covered surfaces and large or collapsed 
melt-water channels. Unfortunately these individual criteria 
a re not reliable predictors, and even when combinations of 
criteria have been considered judgements sometimes remain 
uncertain . 

2. When using nearby and reg ularly observed glaciers as 
analogies, morphological characteristics of the compared ice 
bodies are more important than regional proximity 
(Reynaud, 1980). Simple rules can be applied to estimate 
roughly the influence of morphological parameters for 
1 ~ tR, such as: 

(2) 

(3) 

where DL is the length change of a glacier after full 
response and due to a step change in mass balance Db, L o' 
La is the length of the central flow line of the entire 
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Fig . 2 . Advancing snout of Tschiervagletscher (Grisons) with 

parabola-like surface profile, white layer of over-ridden 
winter snow (left), and active terminal moraine (right). 
Melt-water channel is completely squeezed. (Photograph by 
P. Miiller , August 1984.) 
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T ABLE I. ROUGHLY ESTIMATED GLACIER REACTIONS TO MASS-BALANCE CHANGE IN 1965 

Glacier Db A Lo 

(m/ a) (m/ a) (m) 

Aletsch 0.3 10 25000 

Belevedere 0.3 5 6000 

Locce 0.3 3 3000 

glacier and of the ablation area, respectively, A is the 
annual ablation at the glacier snout and c is the average 
velocity of kinematic wave propagation (cf. Paterson, 1981). 
On the basis of reliable statistics applied to a sample of 
well-documented Swiss glaciers, Muller (1988a) estimated 
that k.ll ~ 5-6. He also indicated that the relation between C 
and h for glaciers with comparable shear stresses is 
approximately linear, as would be expected from kinematic 
wave theory. Table I gives three examples of quantitative 
estimates. As a result of the pronounced change in the 
trend of Alpine cumulative mass balance in the mid 1960s, 
the terminus of Aletschgletscher is not expected to react 
before the 1990s, whereas Ghiaccaio del Belvedere at the 
foot of Monte Rosa in the Italian Alps has recently started 
to advance and to threaten tourist installations . Ghiacciaio 
delle Locce, a short and steep tributary glacier of 
Ghiacciaio del Belvedere, had already started to advance by 
the mid 1970s, if not earlier, and caused a devastating lake 
outburst in 1979 (Haeberli and Epifani, 1986). Advance 
velocities of Swiss glaciers, measured since 1950, were 
compiled by Muller (1988a). Extremes of 50-200 m/a can 
occur on steep glaciers over time periods of 1-5 years, but 
averages are more typically 5-20 m/ a. 

3. Extrapolation of trends from measured length changes by 
mUltiple regression with meteorological or mass-balance data 
(Reynaud, unpublished) can be made if data series are 
available which extend back over time periods considerably 
greater than that of IR. Muller (1988b) used a two
dimensional and statistically calibrated model for 
extrapolating glacier-margin developments, documented by 
repeated photogrammetric determinations of selected 
longitudinal profiles 

k*[_d
Q

_
i 

. ] + k** ~ _ 
ho,i_1 + L/_ I L (4) 

with dx, dQ as changes in length and ice discharge through 
ho respectively at time (year) i, ho i-I' L i_1 are ice thickness 
at starting point and length 01 the considered profile 
respectively at time (year) i-I , P is the ice density, g is 
the acceleration due to gravity, k* and kU are factors for 
statistical adjustment. The first term of the right-hand side 
of Equation (4) reflects the continuity assumption, whereas 
the second term allows a tongue geometry with constant, T, 
to be included as a prerequIsite for retreat/advance 
transitions. Ice thickness must be measured by radio-echo 
sounding or other appropriate methods, and Q as a function 
of time, I, is assumed to be proportional to the product of 
sin/a(t)h"+1(t). Muller (1988b) gave an example of such 
predictive study from Grubengletscher, which is presently 
advancing towards and over a flood protection structure at 
the border of an ice-dammed lake. 

4. Complex time-dependent flow models can be used 
(Bindschadler, 1980) if they can be calibrated by long
duration series of measured data on mass balance, flow, and 
advance/ retreat; this is the case for only an extremely small 
number of glaciers throughout the world . However, finite
element modelling of glaciers which have been adequately 
parameterized over short time periods of a year or two can 
be a very useful tool for sensitivity studies. In the case of 
the advancing Ghiacciaio del Bel vedere, for instance, the 
relative influence on the near-future ice-front activity from 
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the present-day tongue geometry and from assumed changes 
in ice flux from the accumulation area, was investigated 
with such an approach (Versuchsanstalt fur Wasserbau, 
unpublished). For time periods J » IR , model calculations 
of any type are of very little use because of the 
uncertainty of future climatic and mass-balance develop
ments . Despite this, however, it is, reasonable to assume 
that glaciers can reach the same maxima and minima over 
the next few decades as those recorded in past decades. In 
the Alps, the 1920 advance and the 1960 mInimum ice 
extent are good reference points for small and medium-sized 
glaciers. Earlier topographical maps, field mapping of 
moraines, lichens and trees, or records on past glacier 
fluctuations form the basis for the corresponding estimates 
(Holzhauser, 1984). 

ICE A V ALANCHES 

The basis for dealing with ice-avalanche problems has 
been extensively discussed by Alean (1984a, 1985a). 
Historical events in the Alps are known to have involved 
volumes of up to a few million cubic metres, and to have 
reached horizontal run-out distances of up to about 6 km; 
with even higher values known from other mountain areas 
of the world. Proceeding from such historically documented 
extreme run-out distances, the area where potentially 
dangerous ice avalanches may start can be roughly defined 
as a first step. Factors affecting the stability of ice on 
steep slopes are adhesion of temperate and cold ice on 
bedrock, cohesion with more stable up-slope ice, shear 
strength with respect to lateral abutments, and support both 
from down-slope ice and more especially from cold ice 
margins frozen to bedrock if the starting zone is not (yet) 
at the terminus (R6thlisberger, 1981). The relative im
portance of these factors cannot safely be assessed even 
after the event has occurred, and visual interpretation of 
crevasse patterns is often difficult and misleading 
(Rothlisberger, 1987). The most simple criteria must 
therefore be applied. It is appropriate to discriminate 
between two main types of idealized bedrock morphology 
with respect to potential starting zones such as ramps and 
breaks. Processes concerning breaks in bedrock slope are 
similar to those in calving at ice cliffs into water bodies 
(Iken, 1977; Alean, 1985b) and often, but not always, 
involve relatively minor volumes. Ramp-type starting zones 
can release very large volumes, and in such cases the 
critical slope for possible avalanche formation appears to 
increase with increasing altitude and decreasing bed 
temperature (Alean, 1985a). Major ice avalanches from cold 
ramps in permafrost areas can occur during the whole year, 
whereas they seem to be limited, possibly only to the late 
melt season, on temperate ramps. This confirms that the 
existence of a critical bedrock slope alone represents a 
necessary condition for the formation of large avalanches on 
ramps although it is not the only condition. 

Run-out distances of potential ice avalanches are 
estimated using empirical one-parameter or average slope 
models (Alean, 1985a). As a first approximation for the 
Swiss Alps, the maximum run-out distance of an ice 
avalanche can be assumed to be three times the height of 
the chute, independent of avalanche volume. The fact that 
at least on firn surfaces, single sliding blocks can travel as 
far as large avalanches is especially important with respect 
to ski runs in or below serac zones of glaciers (Alean, 
1984b). In some cases, shorter run-out distances can be 
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Fig. 3. Two-parameter mod e l calculation of ice avalanches 
on Weisshorn near Randa, Matter Valley, with topography 
of chute (top) and flow velocities for various combinations 
of frictional parameter 11 and "mass-to-drag ratio" (M/ D) 
(bottom). Experience shows that processes of mass change 
on snow-covered slopes (winter) or in heavily crevassed 
zones (summer) play an important if not predominant role 
with respect to run-out distance. 

assumed on the basis of characteristic terrain configuratIOns 
as discussed by Alean (1985a). However, due to the limited 
size of the documented sample of experienced events and 
the still poor understanding of the processes involved, such 
a procedure introduces significant uncertainties. 

If flow velocities have to be taken into account in 
relation to potential flood waves in lakes and reservoirs 
two-parameter models are asked for concerning calving 
waves (cf. Haeberli, 1977; Visch er, 1979). The models used 
for snow avalanches are being applied, but because 
measured ice-avalanche velocities are hardly ever available 
the frictional parameters need to be calibrated in an 
improvised way, such as from documented air jumps or 
ascents on slopes opposite the avalanche path (Voight, 1981; 
Korner, 1983; Alean, 1984a). Figure 3 shows an example of 
avalanches from the Weisshorn near Randa, Valais, and 
illustrates the scatter and some of the uncertainties involved 
in calculations of this type. The most severe problems 
concern the validity of the basic assumptions of the model; 
the frictional parameters are almost certainly not constant 
along the avalanche path, significant mass changes can occur 
on snow-covered slopes including mass gain (Fig. 4) and in 
crevasse zones of glaciers or concave slopes/terraces and 
mass loss (Fig. 3). Strong longitudinal extension often takes 
place within the avalanching ice debris . Forecasts are 
therefore necessarily semi-quantitative and must be 
correspondingly accompanied by explanatory text. 

GLACIER FLOODS 

Floods, debris flows, and mud flows from glaciers 
usually represent the farthest reaching glacier hazard to be 
considered and hence essentially determine the outermost 
limits of potentially endangered zones in mountain regions. 
A large variety of processes can take place with respect to 
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Fig. 4. Combined snow l ice-avalanche from Hohbalmgletscher 
near Saas Fee (background) ca used destruction of skilift; 
ski run had been closed because of heavy snowfall and 
corresponding avalanche danger. (Photograph by W. 
Haeberli, May 1981.) 

the formation of water reservoirs, the outburst mechanisms , 
and the processes in th e outlet strea m (Haeberli, 1981 , 
1983b). Devastating outbursts of invisible water pockets are 
apparently rare although they ca n obviously occur in 
glaciers exhibiting a variety of morphological characteristics. 
It is not practicable to predict suc h events by any currently 
available methods and they therefore constitute an important 
base level of unavoidable ri sk which is commonly accepted 
in mountain areas. Extreme va lu es of outburst volumes and 
peak discharges meas ured in th e Alps are in the order of 
1-2 x 106 m3 Is and 100-200 m3 Is, respectively. Beca use 
gauging stations were often destroyed in the course of 
major events, exact values are se ldom available. 

With the exception of cases invo lving glacial surges and 
water-pocket ruptures, natural melt-water reservoirs tend to 
form slowly and visibly in supra-, pro- and periglacial sites 
and at lateral ice margins. Morphological characteristics 
heavily influence outburst mechanisms. These morphological 
characteristics, and the development of flood hazards can 
usually be monitored by repeated visual observation, aerial 
photography or surveying. Outbursts of lakes can be 
triggered by calving waves or waves induced by rock, snow, 
and ice avalanches. In the ice itself, progressive enlargement 
of ice channels can take place when sealing glacier parts 
become afloat or as a result of ground-water flow in 
sedimentary glacier beds. Dams co nsisting of heavily broken 
ice from glacier surges or ice avalanches tend to give way 
suddenly. 

Overtopping and consequent eros ion of ice dams seems 
to be more common in reg ions with cold ice and 
permafrost. [n general, these eve nts are less dangerous than 
events involving other outburst mechanisms. Pro-glacial lakes 
can suddenly empty by retrogress ive erosion of the spillway, 
by progressive ground-water flow (piping), or by slope 
instability in steep moraines. A Il th ese processes require a 
high water level and then probably QCcur in combination. In 
the melt-water stream, th e formation of flood waves or 
debris flows (Fig. 5) depends mainly on the availability of 
non-consolidated sediments, but also on channel slope, 
outburst volume, and peak discharge. 

Despite the considerable number of published scientific 
reports concerning glacial floods, the possibility of making 
quantitative assessments and forecasts is severely limited. 
Empirical relationships between maximum discharge during 
breach, Qmax' and outburst volume, V, for man-made and 
natural dams (Evans, 1986) tend greatly to overestimate the 
peak discharge from glacial floods. On the other hand, the 
famous Clague-Mathews relationship 

(5) 

(Clague and Mathews, 1973) is valid for progressive 
enlargement of channels only, and greatly underestimates 
possible peak discharge values for sudden break cases in ice . 
Estimating Qmax for such cases (Haeberli, 1983) with the 
equation using the time constant, ID 
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Fig. 5. Debris flow through Munster, Goms/Valais, 
following extreme precipitatio n. Starting zone of debris 
flow was a steep, debris-filled gorge immediately beneath 
tongue of Minstigergletscher. A comparable event, also 
causing heavy damage, too k place at Poschiavo, Grisons, 
during same summer. (Photograph by W. Haeberli, August 
1987.) 

(6) 

we find that its value vari es greatly, and probably increases 
from a minimum of about 1000 s for small values of V to 
higher and therefore less dangerous values with large V. 
The examples of the historical surges and lake outbursts at 
Vernagtferner and Glaciar Grande del Nevado del Plomo 
(Helbling, 1925; Lanser, 1959; Bruce and others, 1987) 
illustrate that progressive enlargement of channels and 
sudden rupture of heavily broken ice can occur together 
and then lead to intermediate peak discharge values. In the 
case of the Plomo flood of 1934, an aerial photograph 
(thought to have been taken by E. Pilditch) is available 
(Helbling, 1935) which indeed indicates partial collapse of 
the ice dam. More sophisticated models of glacier hydraulics 
(Spring and Hutter, 1981; Clarke, 1982) are best used for 
carrying out sensitivity studies with respect to potential 
flood hydrographs for modelling flood-wave propagation in 
stream channels. 

Stability of morainic dams can be investigated by 
analysing possible failure due to slippage or liquefied flow, 
piping, and overtopping (Youd and others, 1981). Slippage 
of cohesion-less material requires steep slopes of the failure 
surface as well as high ground-water levels, and is most 
likely to occur in the immediate neighbourhood of the river 
course. Hydraulic gradients critical for piping are very high 
and can be reached below extremely narrow ice dams. This 
is thought to have led to the collapse of the ice-debris dam 
of Gietro glacier in 1818 (Rothlisberger, 1981), similarly 
high gradients are locally reached where cavities from 
melted dead ice or permafrost exist in the mOrall1lC 
material. A depth of 10-15 m, and a cross-sectional area of 
500 m 2 represent extreme values observed in the Alps for 
the erosional capacity of streams in loose morainic material 
during catastrophic floods. This empirical limit is probably 
related to the relatively small outburst volumes existing in 
rugged mountain topography, and to effects of natural 
paving within the stream channel which take place during 
the process of erosion (Haeberii, 1981, 1983b). Debris flows 
are assumed to form wherever the amount of entrained 
debris exceeds the amount of water. Their reach has to be 
roughly assessed on the basis of a small number of events 
with observed or reconstructed peak discharge values and 
measured average slopes of the run-out distances (Haeberli, 
1983b). 

SYNOPSIS AND ASSESSMENTS 

Estimates of potential glacier hazards can be 
summarized by verbal descriptions or graphical 
representations, depending on the specific requirements in a 
given situation. In the case of permanently and traditionally 
inhabited areas, the production of maps depicting assumed 
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hazard zones is especially delicate and requires careful 
explanation in order to avoid grave misunderstandings or 
unproportionate reactions. Figure 6 shows an example from 
the Saas Valley in the Valais, where many events have 
occurred (Indermuhle, 1986). Such graphical representations 
serve as a basis for discussion, and are easily comprehended 
synopses of quite uncertain glaciological reflections. They 
are, however, not more and not less than this; not more, 
because they have no legal implications in themselves, and 
not less, because withhOlding such information would be 
dishonest. 

In the case of the Saas Valley, most villages are 
obviously situated within the reach of potential glacier 
hazards. However, the same has been true throughout the 
whole historical lifetime of these settlements (Tufnell, 1984; 
Grove, 1987). This clearly shows that the risks from glacier 
hazards has generally been accepted, and makes it possible 
to understand why measures were taken only after heavy 
damage had occurred. The risk from glacier hazards as 
defined by the probability that an incident will occur 
within a given period of time, can neither be assessed 
quantitatively nor described as negligible. The frequency and 
seriousness of accidents due to glacier hazards are, in fact, 
somewhere in between the rather periodical phenomena of 
precipitation-induced floods, earthquakes or snow avalanches, 

Fig. 6. Map of potential glacier-derived debris flow 
(criss-crossed screen), and potential starting zones (dark 
screen) and run-out paths (point screen) of ice avalanches 
in Saas Valley after Indermuhle (1986). Common run-out 
paths of debris flows and ice avalanches (indicated by 
-.-.- .). During the twentieth century, major ice 
avalanches occurred at (a) Allalingletscher (Mattmark, 
1965) and (b) Bidergletscher (Saas Bidermatten, 1928), and 
important glacier-derived debris flows from (c) 
Rottalgletscher (Saas Almagell, 1953), and (d) 
Grubengletscher (Saas Balen, 1968, 1970) reached valley 
bottom. 
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and highly episodical events such as landslides or major 
rock falls. For the Saas Valley, the return period of 
accidents due to glacier hazards is in the order of years or 
decades for the entire valley, and in the order of decades 
or centuries for individual sites. The risk of being hurt or 
even killed by such accidents should be compared with 
other risks commonly accepted in private life, from sports, 
car traffic, and similar sources. 

Assessing risks from glacier hazards in the manner 
discussed in the present paper can, at best, be a reasonable 
and transparent way of transferring the available but 
incomplete historical experience from the past to the present 
or of making it available for the future, and a means of 
extrapolation from well-documented sites to less-well
documented ones. Such a transfer appears to be especially 
important with regard to modern construction work in 
high-mountain regions. Hydro-electric power schemes and 
tourist installations enter previously avoided zones of 
recognizably high risk from glacier hazards more and more 
frequently, yet even in such cases careful comparison with 
other hazards and other sites must influence the decision 
about what are possible measures. It would, for instance, be 
inappropriate to impose much heavier restrictions on a ski 
run than on a nearby and permanently inhabited village, if 
both were threatened by the same type of event. On the 
other hand, strict prescriptions must be followed if an 
installation has the potential of markedly enhancing the 
hazard from an otherwise acceptable risk, such as for 
instance an artificial reservoir within the reach of calving 
glacier fronts, ice avalanches, or major glacier floods. 
Because of the small number of glaciologists who have 
practical experience on problems involved with glacier 
hazards, international expertise can be sought following the 
occurrence of an accident or of a threatening development. 
An improved exchange of information at an international 
level is therefore urgently needed and critical feed-back to 
the opinions discussed in the prese nt article would be highly 
welcome. 
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